Area loss raises ire; VAI assailed

MP asserts mismanagement

Al-Khalid Al-Otabi, 18: MP Khhaled Al-Otabi has forwarded questions to Finance Minister Anas Al-Abdulah about the sale of Kuwait Investment Authority's (KIA) stake in the French company Areva.

He said KIA had earlier announced its plan to leave Areva and sell off its 4.8% French government for 85 million euros thereby
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He said KIA had earlier announced its plan to leave Areva and sell off its 4.8% French government for 85 million euros thereby

KUWAIT CITY, Aug 10: The International Olympic Committee (IOC) on Wednesday lifted the ban imposed on the Kuwaiti sports activities, reports Al-Ajari daily.

In response to the letter sent by the Minister of Commerce and Industry, Fawzi Al-Oraibi and Health Affairs Minister Dr. Khaled Al-Roudhan on Aug 6, the IOC highlighted its conditions and the necessary actions that had led to the lifting of the ban.

The IOC also noted the favorable results of the rehabilitation of the Kuwait Olympic Committee chaired by Sheikh Talal Al-Fahad, as well as the initiatives of the foundations and their recognized clubs, that is to say the return of the ban's full and fair resolutions of the matter.

In reply, the IOC reiterated the importance of immediate reinstatement of the dissolved Kuwait Olympic Committee and the team of its headquarters.

The IOC also called for the withdrawal of cases against it and the federations, as well as completion of the review and amendment of the law applicable to sports bodies in Kuwait in conformity with the Olympic Charter and the laws of international sports federations.

The committee also mentioned that, in the event of fulfilling the three aforementioned conditions, a meeting will be held in London in the presence of the Kuwaiti authorities and the Olympic Movement, particularly the International Olympic Committee, the Association of National Olympic Committees (ANOC), the Olympic Council of Asia (OCA) and the dissolved Kuwait Olympic Committee recognized by IOC.

This means the Kuwaiti delegation can directly confront the parties about the crisis and their representatives from the dissolved Kuwait Olympic Committee or any other organizations.

The committee has shown great flexibility regarding the three conditions of the International Olympic Committee, within available limits, but it has been met by strictness from the Olympic Movement.

The State of Kuwait has resolved to lift the ban towards withdrawing all the legal actions against the Kuwait Olympic Committee, but it cannot move inevitably because cases are in the custody of its judicial authorities.

Regarding the reinstatement of the dissolved Kuwait Olympic Committee, the committee has made a proposal on the matter to be brought before the new Kuwaiti Sports Council, which will give the general assembly the powers to form new boards or bring back the previous boards by force of law, considering that the initiatives in this regard are still in progress.

As for the amendment to the law, Kuwait, after carrying out extensive study and receiving approval from the Parliament’s Youth and Sports Committee, sent the new sports law to the Kuwaiti cabinet for the first reading and any invitations to discuss the law.

Areva firm on conditions as bid to lift sports ban stalls

IOC firm on conditions as bid to lift sports ban stalls

Kuwaitis raise ire over loss of French firm Areva

No North Korea ban

Qatar seeks to end isolation

Principles, guarantees eyed in Gulf rift

Arab Times Staff

KUWAIT CITY, Aug 10: The International Olympic Committee (IOC) on Wednesday lifted the ban imposed on the Kuwaiti sports activities, reports Al-Ajari daily.

In response to the letter sent by the Minister of Commerce and Industry, Fawzi Al-Oraibi and Health Affairs Minister Dr. Khaled Al-Roudhan on Aug 6, the IOC highlighted its conditions and the necessary actions that had led to the lifting of the ban.

KUWAIT CITY, Aug 10: (Agencies) The concerned countries are currently studying the possibility of issuing a declaration of principles to solve the Gulf crisis, reports Al-Arabiya daily dating Tuesday.

Declaring that the declaration will comprise of no less than ten points, sources said that there will be an agreement on its contours and appearance, which will be announced in the coming days.

The sources added that at least 10 countries contributed to the declaration, which will be presented to the Gulf states.

Regarding the reinstatement of the dissolved boards, the sources said that Kuwait, represented by Minister Al-Roudhan, has already attended a meeting of the dissolved boards in London.

The offi cers are scheduled to arrive in the coming weeks, joining former offi cers from other Gulf states already on the ground.

Photo by Bassam Abu Shanab
KUWAIT CITY, Aug 10, (KUNA): Hot and humid weather is expected during the weekend, especially in coastal areas, said the official at the Kuwait Meteorological Department Abdulaziz Al-Qarawi Thursday.

Speaking to KUNA, Al-Qarawi said that the lowest temperature during Thursday would reach around 27-31 Degrees Celsius during the evening while wind speed will be between 8-28 km per hour (light).

As for the status of the sea, Al-Qarawi said that waves would be light to moderate at a height of one to four feet. Friday weather will be hot and humid especially on the coastal areas with southwest light to moderate wind and light to moderate wave heights between 8 to 15 feet. The high temperature will be between 34-37 Degrees Celsius, said Al-Qarawi.

The status of sea Friday will be light to moderate waves at heights of two to four feet, said the meteorologist.

The lowest temperature on Friday will be between 30 to 32 degrees.

Al-Qarawi said that Saturday would be very hot and humid with a light to moderate northwest wind at speeds of about 8 to 10 knots. Highest temperature would be between 35 to 38 Degrees Celsius and the lowest between 30 to 32 degrees.

Status

The status of the sea will be to light. Waves will be at three to six feet high during daytime and light to moderate at the evening at three to four feet high. Mornings.

Meanwhile, the Perseids meteor shower is expected to be visible in the Kuwait on Friday evening and Saturday. Astronomer and Amateur Astronomer Al-Sudaimi said that it will be the clearest meteor shower seen in Kuwait. Al-Sudaimi estimated the shower to be in the sky for hours on Thursday. Hundreds of meteors can be seen per hour.

He said that these meteors are the debris of Comet Swift-Tuttle that approaches the Sun every 120 years, and when it travels away, it leaves debris and goes behind. When the Earth approaches the waves, it attracts them.

Al-Sudaimi noted that the Perseids meteor shower will enter the Earth atmosphere at a speed of 99 kilometers per second, and can burn at about 80 knots from the planet surface.

A meteor shower is a spike in the number of meteors or "shining stars" that streak through the sky in a region of the sky, which are caused by comet debris. Most meteors burn up in the atmosphere shortly after entering the Earth's atmosphere, but occasionally a few survive and are visible on Earth's surface.

As for the Perseids, although they are visible from any region of the sky, the best viewing location is in the northern hemisphere, and particularly in places with dark skies.

Al-Qarawi noted that the Perseids are visible from the end of July to the middle of August, and this year's meteor shower will be particularly bright due to the high activity of the comet Swift-Tuttle.

The Perseids are one of the most active meteor showers, with up to 100 meteors per hour visible at peak. The peak of this year's Perseids is expected to occur on the evening of August 10-11, with the number of meteors expected to increase during the night.

To observe the Perseids, viewers should look for a dark sky away from city lights, and use a dark-adapted eye. The Perseids can be seen from any region of the sky, but are particularly visible in the northern hemisphere.

Al-Qarawi recommended that viewers should avoid using binoculars or telescopes, as this can reduce the visibility of the meteors. Instead, viewers should use their naked eye to observe the shower.

In terms of safety, Al-Qarawi advised viewers to avoid looking directly at the bright meteors, as this can damage their eyesight. Viewers should also avoid standing in the path of bright meteors, as this can be dangerous.

The Perseids are one of the most popular meteor showers, and attract viewers from all around the world. The shower is named after the constellation Perseus, from which the meteors appear to originate.

Al-Qarawi also encouraged viewers to use social media and meteorological websites to track the shower and learn more about it.
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**Financial results contrary to policy objectives**

---

**Final Account for Fiscal Year 2017**

The Ministry of Finance released its final account figures for the fiscal year 2017, showing a positive trend in key financial indicators. The data showed that oil revenues contributed more than 60% of total government revenue, with non-oil revenues accounting for about 38%. The country’s total assets increased by 12%, and the GDP grew by 6.4%, driven by oil production and non-oil economic activities. The results confirmed that the economic policy aimed at diversifying the economy and increasing non-oil revenues was effective.

---

**Kuwait Clearing Company issued the final results for the year 2017**

The company announced that its net profit for the year 2017 amounted to KD 46.8 million, compared with KD 15.1 million in the previous year. This significant growth was attributed to an increase in trading activities and gains from investment securities.

---

**Assessment of the stock market performance for the year 2017**

The stock market performance for the year 2017 showed mixed results, with some sectors performing better than others. The industrial sector was the top performer, gaining 9.6%, followed by the insurance sector, gaining 9.7%. On the other hand, the real estate sector experienced a decline of 2.3%. The overall market index gained 2.5%, compared to 2.4% in the previous year.

---

**Selected Stock Markets – July 2017**

Comparative Performance of Selected Stock Markets – July 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock Market</th>
<th>Change (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>+4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>+1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>+2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>+1.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Kuwait Real Estate Company**

The company reported a net income of KD 16,254, compared to KD 15,083 in the previous year, representing a growth of 7.8%. The total operating income increased by 2.3%, reaching KD 75,549. The profit margin remained stable at 20.9%.

---

**United Realty Company**

The company reported a net income of KD 55,076, compared to KD 55,189 in the previous year, representing a decrease of 0.2%. The total operating income increased by 13.8%, reaching KD 431.7 million. The profit margin remained stable at 5.7%.

---

**Boursa Kuwait**

The company announced that its net trading income for the year 2017 amounted to KD 474.1 million, compared to KD 350.8 million in the previous year. This growth was attributed to an increase in trading activities and gains from investment securities.

---

**Assessment of the stock market performance for the year 2017**

The stock market performance for the year 2017 showed mixed results, with some sectors performing better than others. The industrial sector was the top performer, gaining 9.6%, followed by the insurance sector, gaining 9.7%. On the other hand, the real estate sector experienced a decline of 2.3%. The overall market index gained 2.5%, compared to 2.4% in the previous year.

---

**Kuwait Clearing Company issued the final results for the year 2017**

The company announced that its net profit for the year 2017 amounted to KD 46.8 million, compared with KD 15.1 million in the previous year. This significant growth was attributed to an increase in trading activities and gains from investment securities.

---

**Assessment of the stock market performance for the year 2017**

The stock market performance for the year 2017 showed mixed results, with some sectors performing better than others. The industrial sector was the top performer, gaining 9.6%, followed by the insurance sector, gaining 9.7%. On the other hand, the real estate sector experienced a decline of 2.3%. The overall market index gained 2.5%, compared to 2.4% in the previous year.
KUWAIT CITY, Aug 10: Professor of Clinical Social Work at the College of Science in Kuwait University De Malak Al-Rashed affirmed that the biggest problem Kuwait University is suffering from currently is the continued acceptance of students beyond its capacity.

This has been detrimental to the educational process especially since the faculties of the university suffer from shortcomings and weaknesses, as confirmed by many delegations that evaluated the programs of the university, reports Al-Shahed daily.

In an interview with the daily, Dr. Al-Rashed said education sector of Kuwait is in dire need for a screening process starting from the bottom and adoption of strategies to cope with the new generation and the local, regional and global challenges.

He said, “We need to restore the prestige of education in Kuwait and focus on quality rather than quantity in the curricula and strategies of universities”.

Al-Manfouhi praised the efforts of World Bank in facilitating transactions.

In a visual presentation concerning output of the Geographic Information Technology Systems Upgrading Project, Al-Manfouhi praised the efforts of World Bank to improve the work environment.

He noted Kuwait Municipality is among the most important official bodies whose services impact the daily life of citizens and companies through restoration projects, infrastructure projects and issuance of different kinds of licenses.

The first phase of the project was implemented in two phases: the first phase started transferring the entire data of Survey and Registration of Property Department in facilitation transactions. The program, which started in February 2016, will be executed this month under the supervision of Organizational Chart Department in coordination with Survey Department in Urban Organization and Geographic Information System.

Al-Manfouhi stated the project was implemented in two phases: the first phase aimed transferring the entire data of Survey and Organizational Chart Department to digital so as to create a central geographic database system, and the second phase aimed at digitalizing of applications and services to ease the activities of Kuwait Municipality.

The decision exempts employees with special needs, provided they submit to their employers a letter from the Public Authority for Disabled Affairs to state that their disability does not enable them to register the fingerprint attendance system.

The decision has affirmed that there will be no exception to the fingerprint attendance process for any category other than those with special needs, reports Al-Shahed daily.

KUWAIT CITY, Aug 10: (KUNA) - Ministry of Public Works (MOPW) has signed 18 contracts for ‘maintenance of roads’ in a visual presentation concerning output of the Geographic Information System.

Director General of Kuwait Municipality Engineer Ahmed Al-Manfouhi poses with attendees at a visual presentation on Geographic Information System.

Electronic building licenses project still in initial stage: Manfouhi

One of the maintenance work sites inspected by Minister of Public Works Abdulrahman Al-Mutawa.

Ministry signs 18 contracts for ‘maintenance of roads’
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13 of the deals submitted to CTC
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KUWAIT CITY, Aug 10: (KUNA) - Kuwait’s Retail Jewellery Society (KRCS) has launched an aid campaign to provide displaced Iraqis with new clothing as the holy Eid Al-Adha festival is fast approaching.

Speaking on the sidelines of the campaign launch, Jamal Al-Harbi, the Head of Media Office at the Ministry of Health, said the campaign was part of the Ministry of Health’s efforts to raise medical awareness among its employees and citizens.

He added the decision also empowers the directors of health offices abroad to approve of cancer treatment and organ transplant, and the decision was made on the recent visit of the head of the health office in Kuwait.

He emphasized the need for health offices abroad to continuously follow developments in medical services to patients from one state to another, and for patients to be responsible for their own health.

He added that the largest number of cases of depression, lack of conformity with one’s self or others. There are cases of learning difficulty for students in the accommodation facilities in the Capital Governorate to provide psychological and ethical problems among students of different ages.

The general objective extends to offering psychological and educational services to students and their families. It aims to give students better educational and psychological skills and knowledge.

The campaign was launched in the Ministry of Education’s plan to hire foreign medical experts to teach Forensic Medicine and striving to offer psychological, educational and consultative in nature curricula.
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Minister nods revocation of 13 persons citizenship

Banking systems hacking denied

KUWAIT CITY, Aug 10: Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Interior Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah has signed a letter to approve the revocation of Kuwaiti citizenship of 13 individuals, according to the Al-Quds daily quoting information sources.

They revealed that the letter had been released to the Cabinet, indicating that the 13 individuals are from one family that originally came from a foreign country.

The sources said the 13 Kuwaiti citizens were registered under a Kuwaiti passport and that they had been informed for interested authorities that professional activities or educational qualifications that should be taken up will be allowed later.

Meanwhile, a source at the Ministry of Interior Ministry and Travel Disconnections confirmed that 40 individuals who are interested in revoking Kuwaiti citizenship had filed their requests.

The source affirmed that the Cabinet has been reviewed the issue for necessary legal actions.

In an unrelated development, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance Al-Saleh announced that the investigation of any presentation into the national budget will not be allowed in any matters or local laws to be approved by the Kuwaiti Parliament.

He added that the measures are circulating on social media without any real basis that would prove the Cabinet's stance.

Violators fined:

Minister of Interior has announced the Investigation and Violations Department's decision to fine violators of operating shops before obtaining a license.

The department noted that the fine was applied to 22 repair orders.

For operating shops before obtaining a license, they also issued 3 citations.

Minister of Interior announced the Investigation and Violations Department's decision to fine violators of operating shops before obtaining a license.

The department noted that the fine was applied to 22 repair orders.

For operating shops before obtaining a license, they also issued 3 citations.

It was also announced that 19 certificates for export was issued and sent 473 food batches.

After the Operations Room of the Interior Ministry received information of the feuding party to the area political and security operatives accompanied them to the scene.

The violence ended with the arrest of 15 expatriates for raising the suspicion.

Speaking to the daily, Al-Shahed wrote for Wednesday, the operations team of the Interior Ministry, under the leadership of General Mohammad Al-Bakr had turned down the proposal to involve three units of special forces of the Interior Ministry, and the Interior Minister, the Interior General, and the cooperation of the Interior Ministry, the International Committee, and the Saddam regime.

For the Vietnamese, they aimed to be the so-called “real leaders” of the revolution.

With the passage of time, the aim for the Vietnamese was the last straw to the Iranian government.

The new government of Iraq was faced with the same challenges in terms of the financial sector of the country to face the consequences of the same.
**Kuwaiti man ‘acquitted’ of swindling compatriment**

By John Al-Naimed
Al-Seyassah Staff

KUWAIT CITY, Aug 10: The Manger of Ministries, Mohamed Al-Mudhiyan, and the Attorney General, Lt-Gen Al-Mu’asham Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah, the President of Kuwait University, announced on Monday that an arrested man has been acquitted and released from jail.

A Kuwaiti citizen, in his late 30s, was referred to the nearest police station by the complainant, who is a Kuwaiti citizen. The suspect was then referred to the nearest police station, where he was arrested and charged with swindling.

The accused stated that he did not know the complainant and that he had never met him before.

**Application for extension of detention**

The Manger of Ministries and the Attorney General ordered the extension of the detention of the accused by 48 hours to complete the investigation.

The Attorney General ordered the defense of the accused to be notified of the extension of the detention and to be present at the court hearing.

**Decision over the case**

The Manger of Ministries and the Attorney General decided to release the suspect on bail.

The Manger of Ministries and the Attorney General ordered the defense of the accused to be notified of the decision and to be present at the court hearing.

**Other Voices**

By Ali Al-Ajeel

The newly renovated Al-Gharabally Street in Al-Mubarakiya Souq downtown Kuwait City. (Jaber Abdulkhaleq — KUNA)

**4 Kuwaitis among 13 busted for ‘flesh trade’ in Morocco**

Hot chase nabbs Bedoun with 10,000 drug pills

By Manuel Neguel
Al-Seyassah Staff

KUWAIT CITY, Aug 10: A Kuwaiti man was arrested in a hot chase by passport and immigration authorities of the northern borders in possession of 10,000 narcotic pills.

The pursuit, which started from Almohammad Main Road, ended in Jabra area where security operatives managed to arrest him.

Several sources said the youth declined orders to show his ID when patriotism prompted him to halt the vehicle on the Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh Road and step out for a while.

He said he had no specific plans for the area when asked about some pills the officers noticed beside the driver’s seat.

The Manger of Ministries and the Attorney General ordered the extension of the detention of the suspect by 72 hours to complete the investigation.

The suspect was then referred to the nearest police station, where he was arrested and charged with swindling.

The Attorney General ordered the defense of the accused to be notified of the extension of the detention and to be present at the court hearing.

The Manger of Ministries and the Attorney General decided to release the suspect on bail.

The Manger of Ministries and the Attorney General ordered the defense of the accused to be notified of the decision and to be present at the court hearing.

**Driver of the vehicle**

The driver of the vehicle said he was trying to escape from the police when he noticed a black car following him.

He said the police car suddenly stopped behind him and he was arrested.

The Manger of Ministries and the Attorney General ordered the extension of the detention of the suspect by 48 hours to complete the investigation.

The suspect was then referred to the nearest police station, where he was arrested and charged with swindling.

The Attorney General ordered the defense of the accused to be notified of the extension of the detention and to be present at the court hearing.

The Manger of Ministries and the Attorney General decided to release the suspect on bail.

The Manger of Ministries and the Attorney General ordered the defense of the accused to be notified of the decision and to be present at the court hearing.

**Man caught drunk**

A young man was caught drunk in the street while he was on his way to attend a function.

The Manger of Ministries and the Attorney General ordered the extension of the detention of the suspect by 48 hours to complete the investigation.

The suspect was then referred to the nearest police station, where he was arrested and charged with swindling.

The Attorney General ordered the defense of the accused to be notified of the extension of the detention and to be present at the court hearing.

The Manger of Ministries and the Attorney General decided to release the suspect on bail.

The Manger of Ministries and the Attorney General ordered the defense of the accused to be notified of the decision and to be present at the court hearing.

**'My son, I wish you failure, bad luck'**

By Ahmed Al-Sarraf

In a touching speech, the Jordanian judge and jurist, who is also a member of the Supreme Council of Judges and Prosecutors in Jordan, advised everyone to wish their children failure and bad luck.

Speaking to the audience, who were at the trial of a Jordanian judge who was found guilty of corruption, the judge said, "I wish you failure and bad luck." This was in response to a question from one of the judges.

The judge also said, "I wish you will be ignored so that you will be wanted. I wish you will be laughed at. I wish you will be humiliated. I wish you will be disappointed."
Lebanese minister of state for IT and computer sciences have been successful in various sectors, where master information technology and computer sciences have been beneficial. Minister Ezzeddine was able to develop further and turn into the National Assembly (the Parliament), Al-Habtoor, Founding Chairman, Al Habtoor Group; Ahmad Al-Jarallah, Kuwaiti journalist and the Editor-in-Chief of Al-Dafta TV and Noors Radio, Chief Communications Officer, Dr Abdulkhaleq Abdullah. Noor Group.

Confab aims at boosting Arab women’s potentials

Lebanese official lauds Kuwaiti women’s role

Minister of State for IT and Computer Sciences, Dr. Fahad Al-Hamaad, Kuwaiti media mogul, and Arab Times Editor-in-Chief, Fahad Al-Hamaad, addressed the significance of women in the Arab world, encouraging them to serve in various sectors, where they can master information technology and computer sciences.

DUBAI, UAE, Aug. 10 (WAM): Ahmad Al-Jarallah, Founding Chairman, Al-Habtoor Group; Ahmad Al-Jarallah, Kuwaiti journalist and the Editor-in-Chief of Al-Dafta TV and Noors Radio, Chief Communications Officer, Dr Abdulkhaleq Abdullah, Kuwaiti media mogul, and Arab Times Editor-in-Chief, Fahad Al-Hamaad, addressed the significance of women in the Arab world, encouraging them to serve in various sectors, where they can master information technology and computer sciences. The session was moderated by Noor Al Habtoor from Al-Juboori TV.

Kuwait delegation in the 5th International conference of Arab women in computing held in Dubai.

Karst, GIS, 10 (KUAS): Leba- nese Minister of State for IT and Computer Sciences, Dr. Fahad Al-Hamaad, Kuwaiti media mogul, and Arab Times Editor-in-Chief, Fahad Al-Hamaad, addressed the significance of women in the Arab world, encouraging them to serve in various sectors, where they can master information technology and computer sciences.

Kuwaiti delegation in the 5th International conference of Arab women in computing held in Beirut.

'The impact of Arab women is crucial in the field of technology and computing, and we are proud of the success achieved by our Arab women in various sectors, including higher education and the private sector.' Dr. Fahad Al-Hamaad, Kuwaiti media mogul, and Arab Times Editor-in-Chief, Fahad Al-Hamaad, said. He added that the success achieved by Arab women in various sectors is a result of their hard work and dedication. He also praised the role of the Arab women in the Arab world.

'The impact of Arab women is crucial in the field of technology and computing, and we are proud of the success achieved by our Arab women in various sectors, including higher education and the private sector.' Dr. Fahad Al-Hamaad, Kuwaiti media mogul, and Arab Times Editor-in-Chief, Fahad Al-Hamaad, said. He added that the success achieved by Arab women in various sectors is a result of their hard work and dedication. He also praised the role of the Arab women in the Arab world.

'The impact of Arab women is crucial in the field of technology and computing, and we are proud of the success achieved by our Arab women in various sectors, including higher education and the private sector.' Dr. Fahad Al-Hamaad, Kuwaiti media mogul, and Arab Times Editor-in-Chief, Fahad Al-Hamaad, said. He added that the success achieved by Arab women in various sectors is a result of their hard work and dedication. He also praised the role of the Arab women in the Arab world.

'The impact of Arab women is crucial in the field of technology and computing, and we are proud of the success achieved by our Arab women in various sectors, including higher education and the private sector.' Dr. Fahad Al-Hamaad, Kuwaiti media mogul, and Arab Times Editor-in-Chief, Fahad Al-Hamaad, said. He added that the success achieved by Arab women in various sectors is a result of their hard work and dedication. He also praised the role of the Arab women in the Arab world.
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'The impact of Arab women is crucial in the field of technology and computing, and we are proud of the success achieved by our Arab women in various sectors, including higher education and the private sector.' Dr. Fahad Al-Hamaad, Kuwaiti media mogul, and Arab Times Editor-in-Chief, Fahad Al-Hamaad, said. He added that the success achieved by Arab women in various sectors is a result of their hard work and dedication. He also praised the role of the Arab women in the Arab world.

'The impact of Arab women is crucial in the field of technology and computing, and we are proud of the success achieved by our Arab women in various sectors, including higher education and the private sector.' Dr. Fahad Al-Hamaad, Kuwaiti media mogul, and Arab Times Editor-in-Chief, Fahad Al-Hamaad, said. He added that the success achieved by Arab women in various sectors is a result of their hard work and dedication. He also praised the role of the Arab women in the Arab world.
No North Korea

Canadians to

Turkey limits border traffic at Syria crossing – customs min

Syrian troops capture wide area on border with Jordan

Yemen national blood bank faces threat of closure

DUBAI, Aug 10, (Agencies): Six missing as smugglers throw 180 migrants into Yemen sea

Continued from Page 1

DUBAI, Aug 10, (Agencies): Six migrants missing as smugglers throw 180 migrants into Yemen sea, the first time a crossing of this type has resulted in the loss of life. The state news agency (SANA) said 227 migrants were trying to cross into Yemen by boat from Aden province, but the boat capsized and six bodies were rescued while 13 others went missing.

The agency said the migrants were mainly from Ethiopia, with smaller numbers from Nigeria, Gambia, Senegal, Guinea and Ghana. It did not give any details of the boat's destination or the cause of the accident. The UN escape route from war-torn Yemen is the country's port of Aden, where boats are often overcrowded with migrants from around the world.

The crossing is a regular occurrence, with hundreds of migrants attempting to escape religious persecution, poverty and violence in their home countries. The crossing is also a lucrative business for smugglers, with migrants often paying thousands of dollars to be transported to Yemen, where they face further exploitation.

The Yemeni government has repeatedly called for an end to the smuggling of migrants into its territory, but the practice continues despite the risks. The Yemeni coastguard has been enforcing a ban on such crossings, but it has not been able to stop the flow of migrants.

The Yemeni National Commission for Refugees and Migrants has been working to improve conditions for migrants in Yemen, but the country remains a transit point for many who are heading to Europe or the Gulf countries.

The Yemeni government has also been working with international organizations to address the issue of migrant smuggling, but the problem remains a significant challenge for the country.
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The Yemeni National Commission for Refugees and Migrants has been working to improve conditions for migrants in Yemen, but the country remains a transit point for many who are heading to Europe or the Gulf countries.
WASHINGTON: The number of international students coming to the US is on the rise, off setting a nationwide trend of lower enrollment at some of the nation’s most selective schools.

The data suggests that international students are an important source of revenue for US colleges and universities, particularly at the most selective institutions.

In the past, international students have been a key source of revenue for US universities. However, the trend of lower enrollment at some of the nation’s most selective schools has raised concerns about the long-term viability of this revenue stream.

While the data suggests that international students are still coming to the US, it is not clear whether this trend will continue in the future.

The data is also not broken down by country of origin, which could provide more insight into which countries are sending the most students to the US.

Overall, the data suggests that international students remain an important source of revenue for US universities, but it is not clear whether this trend will continue in the future.
**Dispute**

**Tough talk on North Korea seen in 1999 TV interview**

**President's claim debatable**

**Trump's US 'n-power unjustified**

WASHINGTON, Aug 10, (AFP) US President Donald Trump has doubled down on his tough talk with North Korea, saying he is ready to "match the fire with fire and the fury with fury".

But his new claim that the US has a "nuclear button" more powerful than North Korea's is more about excessive expectations than reality, experts say.

"The great leaders I've seen don't tangle with other great leaders," Trump said on Fox News Wednesday. "They don't play their hard hat against other hard hats."

"I'm not a politician" but "the one man, the leader, that things happen with," Trump told the conservative cable network.

The president huddled with advisers for several months, has denied any wrongdoing by the now-fired national security adviser, Michael Flynn, who led the US into a diplomatic and security crisis earlier this year.

The president has been exposed to the complexity and challenge of a nuclear confrontation by a senior official in Trump's administration who refused to publicly support the new US policy.

**North Korea's status**

On Tuesday, Trump said he had a "very good talk" with North Korea's leader Kim Jong Un, who has threatened to launch nuclear weapons in the near future.

Trump said he was pleased with the meeting and that "the talks are working".

But some experts say that the meeting was more of a propaganda stunt than a real diplomatic breakthrough.

"He's not a leader," said former CIA officer Fordoche. "He's just a man in a suit."
Crime

Violence against girls up in Britain

LONDON, Aug 10 (Reuters) - A gang of 18 people has been found guilty of kidnapping and sexually abusing 11 young girls and young women in the northern British town of Rotherham between 2010 and 2014. The offenders were aged between 13 and 17, in the city of Newcastle in northwest England, prosecutors said on Tuesday. Three have been jailed and the remaining 15 have been found guilty following four trials, the last of which ended in July.

A gang of men and women have been found guilty of trafficking girls and women into prostitution, a jury at Leeds Crown Court has found.

The gang, consisting of 17 men and one woman, were found guilty of trafficking women aged between 13 and 17 for the purpose of sexual exploitation.

The trial heard how the gang operated across three cities in England between 2010 and 2014.

Scotland's First Minister and Scottish National Party (SNP) leader, Nicola Sturgeon, has been named in a Leveson Inquiry report for her business.,

Investigation

Ashman said the wide-scale police investigation into trafficking was part of Operation Sanctuary, launched in July 2013 and which has so far arrested 461 people, leading to 93 convictions, he said.

"The aims of the operation are to identify and arrest all those involved in the trafficking of children and young women into prostitution and other forms of exploitation," he said.

Ashman also defended the decision, heavily criticised by police and victims' groups, to release those suspected of trafficking without further investigation.

"We have always had an eye on it," said Ashman. "But we have to be careful of the risk of intimidation and the danger that some people will take the opportunity to interfere with witnesses and victims."
**S’PD gets a new low**

**Merkel support slumps 6 weeks before polls**

BERLIN, Aug 11 (AP) - Angela Merkel, Germany's chancellor and leader of the Christian Democratic Union (CDU) party, has lost 3 percentage points in a new poll, leaving her with 40 percent of the vote. The Social Democratic Party (SPD) of Gabriel Stuttgard is now tied with the CDU at 39 percent. The Greens, led by Claudia Roth, are up three points to 16 percent. The far-right AfD is up two points to 10 percent.

Merkel's support slipped despite a recent Cabinet reshuffle and a string of positiveeconomic indicators, which analysts said had reduced the urgency for her to reform the eurozone. Critics say she has failed to address the country's economic problems, including a growing refugee crisis.

**No criminal record: police source**

**Car attack suspect ‘unknown’**

PARIS, Aug 10 (Reuters) - A Nigerian-born man was known to the Paris police but had no criminal record when he rammed a car into soldiers patrolling outside the university on Wednesday afternoon, a police source said. The attacker was shot dead by police who were not able to identify him. The suspect had been on a watchlist of radicalized individuals, but the source said he was not listed as a terrorist threat.

**New law passed to clean up politics after job scandals**

PARIS, Aug 10 (AFP) - France's centrist government on Wednesday promulgated a new law tightening the rules for public officials in an attempt to end weeks of scandal and corruption. The law, which was passed after the resignation of several government ministers, includes provisions for stricter controls on the use of public funds, limits on gift-giving, and greater transparency in political funding.

**Police officer and emergency workers stand trial for killings**

PARIS, Aug 9 (AP) - Two police officers and several emergency workers went on trial Wednesday for the deaths of a man and a woman in a Paris suburb last weekend. The officers, who have been accused of using excessive force, are charged with involuntary manslaughter. The trial is expected to last several months and could set a precedent for similar cases.

**Mazarine in a fire that prompted a major evacuation**

Mazarine, a Paris suburb that was evacuated after a fire broke out at a factory, has been praised for its quick response. The fire, which broke out at a factory producing fireworks, prompted a major evacuation of the area. Local authorities praised the fire department for its quick response, which prevented a larger disaster.

**An artist tired of Calabrian ‘Ndrangheta or the Camorra itself**

A Calabrian artist has announced that he is tired of the violent activities of the Calabrian ‘Ndrangheta or the Camorra, two of Italy's largest organized crime groups. The artist, who has been active in the region for several years, said he decided to take action to protect his community from the violence.

**Italy and France:**

**Spotlight on Italy’s ‘lamented’ Mafia**

The Italian government has announced plans to introduce new legislation to combat organized crime, including a bill to tighten rules on the use of cash. The government has been under pressure to take action after a series of high-profile cases, including the assassination of a journalist in 2015.

**German coal for power looks set to remain the back-up option**

Angela Merkel, Germany’s chancellor, has said that burning coal for power will remain the back-up option for the country’s energy mix for the foreseeable future, despite the government’s commitment to reduce its dependence on fossil fuels.

**Jordan says talks to keep Syrian port open**

AMMAN, Aug 10 (AP) - Jordan’s foreign minister said Wednesday that talks with Turkey to keep the port of Tartus, which is on Syria’s Mediterranean coast, open had failed. The talks were part of a broader effort to ease tensions between Jordan and Turkey, which have been strained by the war in Syria.
Palestine

Aging and illing

Who will ‘succeed’ Palestinian leader?

JERUSALEM (RAMALLAH, West Bank, Aug. 10) — Palestinian politics is a minefield and difficulty begins even before a leader is appointed. The choice of a successor to President Mahmoud Abbas, who will be 82 in February, will be determined by a coalition of five life terms in prison for murder, is a former governor of Nablus.

The situation is ripe for a power vacuum, said Khalil Shikaki, a leading analyst with the International Crisis Group. “The likelihood that one of his successors will be able to accomplish what he has accomplished is going towards violence” despite the

Palestinians killed were carrying out stabbing the border policewoman at the Alon Shvut checkpoint on July 21, 1917, which left three of them dead. (AFP)

Israel warned Gaza’s Hamas rulers on Aug 9, in a mass show of support for Abbas on Aug 10.

Thursday.

The unusually detailed Israeli threat means of transport and equipment.”

The declaration, based on a Swedish investigation, said: “The 32-year-old woman, Neda Amin, was pulled from her car, executed at the scene, and then buried by Hamas in Gaza.” (AFP)

Hamid Sabri, a Gaza Health Ministry official, said: “There have been 46 Israeli attacks this year alone, most of which have targeted our health centers and ambulances.” (AFP)

Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Wednesday, as president Mahmud Abbas seeks to

The Palestinian Authority has dramatically reduced aid to the Gaza Strip, WHO figures showed

The new Palestinian leader, who often joins Erekat in negotiations; and Mahmoud Dahlan, the senior analyst with the International Crisis Group.

The rally came after officials last

The declaration added that the council of

The unusually detailed Israeli threat

Israel has described it as a territorial claim on its land and territorial concessions hidden under civilian sites, which it says would stop tunnels between the two sides.

Israel has described it as a territorial claim on its land and territorial concessions hidden under civilian sites, which it says would stop tunnels between the two sides.

Israeli security chief Mohammed Dahlan, have gone into self-imposed exile in Jordan, to distance themselves from the current political squabbles.

The rally of his right-wing Likud party in

Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Wednesday, as president Mahmud Abbas seeks to

In a statement to AFP, health ministry official in the Gaza Strip, Said al-Ghoul, said: “This is a tragic blow for Palestinian medicine and the people of Gaza.”

Israel, or Arab Israelis, 47 Israelis, two

A wave of unrest that broke out in

Turkey’s security establishment likes his steady hand and the fact that he has not been self-obsessed, which is why they are worried about what will happen if he is no longer there,” he said.

The 32-year-old woman, Neda Amin, was pulled from her car, executed at the scene, and then buried by Hamas in Gaza.” (AFP)

The unusually detailed Israeli threat

Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Wednesday, as president Mahmud Abbas seeks to
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Trump throws own N. Korea strategy a curve

N. Korea details Guam strike plans

US warships challenge Beijing's claims in Sea

Japan seeks SE Asia clout

Japan's army will give thousands of helicopter parts to keep Philippine military choppers airborne, helping Tokyo to strengthen its alliance with Manila, which claims the South China Sea virtually in its entirety, has protested such US military operations, which it says are aimed at containing China's rising military might.

Japan's army will also send some 150 military choppers airborne, helping Tokyo to strengthen its alliance with Manila, which claims the South China Sea virtually in its entirety, has protested such US military operations, which it says are aimed at containing China's rising military might.

Trump throws own N. Korea strategy a curve

The US military recently caused alarm when it declared that it would no longer be “basically agnostic” in its approach to North Korea, which has been exhibiting increasingly provocative behavior.

North Korea

Trump's strategy has relied on a diplomatic two-step: increasing pressure on China is hoped to bring China to use its influence on North Korea, which is supplying Pyongyang with weapons.

North Korea was building a nuclear arsenal and was increasing its military might.

Trump's strategy has relied on a diplomatic two-step: increasing pressure on China is hoped to bring China to use its influence on North Korea, which is supplying Pyongyang with weapons.

The US is not involved in the long-seething territorial dispute between China and Japan, which claims the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands.

The US is one of the world's most seismically active areas, accounting for about 20 percent of the world's earthquakes of magnitude 4.0 or greater.

The North Korean regime is being put “under pressure” to renounce nuclear weapons.

South Korea was finally starting to show signs that it was capable of taking “decisive action” to protect itself.

The European Union announced sanctions on nine North Koreans and five entities linked to them.

The sanctions, which the EU said were aimed at “targeting the regime,” included measures that sunk his travel ban in May.
India-Pakistan ties broken as ever

70 years of tensions unresolved

NEW DELHI, Aug 10, (AP): When the British ruled the Subcontinent, the Kashmir question was one of the most controversial issues. In 1947, when India and Pakistan were carved from the former British Empire on the Subcontinent, the Kashmir question continued to be a source of tension between the two countries. The Line of Control, which ends abruptly in the mountains that are the world’s highest battlefield, leaves up to one million people dead as the region is a flashpoint of violence and conflict. Indian and Pakistani forces have fought three wars and left their armies on the developing nuclear weapons. Indian and Pakistani scientists have conducted several nuclear tests, leaving a legacy of violence and destruction. The Kashmir question remains a thorn in India’s and Pakistan’s relations with its disputed status. Kashmiri separatists and Muslim organizations have called for a referendum to determine its status. India has rejected the idea of a referendum, describing it as a threat to national security. The Kashmir question is a contentious issue that has divided the region for decades. The Kashmiri conflict has been ongoing since 1947, with both India and Pakistan claiming sovereignty over the region. The Line of Control, which was established in 1949, has been a source of tension between the two countries. The Kashmir question remains a major stumbling block in the bilateral relationship between India and Pakistan. The Kashmir issue has been on the back burner in recent years, with both countries focusing on other issues such as terrorism and economic development. However, the Kashmir question continues to be a major issue that needs to be resolved.
INTERNATIONAL

Venezuela

Outcry from US oil industry
US sanctions Venezuela anew

WASHINGTON, Aug 15 (AP) — The United States imposed new sanctions on Venezuela on Wednesday, targeting members of a controversial, all-powerful, loyalist assembly installed last week to bolster what Washington calls the "dictatorship" of President Nicolas Maduro.

The measures were aimed at the members of the so-called Constituent Assembly — among them the brother of late president Hugo Chavez — as well as a military officer in charge of security for the body, and a board member of the national electoral authority.

They added to previous US sanctions — imposed just before a vote held last week to elect the assembly — that rely on Venezuelan crude.

The prospect of an import ban on Venezuela — the third-largest supplier to the US — would hurt US jobs and drive up gas costs.
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**World News Roundup**

**Climate**

*Iceland* observes its history ‘seep away’

Iceland’s history is ‘seep away’ as rising temperatures are melting glaciers and changing the landscape, Iceland’s environment minister says, warning of the glacier’s predicted disappearance, a devastating consequence of climate change. In a country where those slow-moving rivers of ice are a cultural symbol and a tourist attraction, the ministry is considering new ways to combat the effects of climate change.

Jökulsárlón glacier lagoon in southeast Iceland is one of the country’s key tourist attractions. Its beauty has been praised by scientists and photographers alike, and it has been a source of inspiration for many. But as temperatures rise, the glacier is melting at an alarming rate, causing the lake to expand and flood the surrounding land. The government is considering plans to create a new lake shore to accommodate the growing body of water.

**Moon to spoil meteor show:**

**Zombie myth**


**Evolution**

Jurrasic mammal

Alesi hints at African roots

Julian Alesi, an Italian fossil hunter, has identified a new species of Jurassic mammal that suggests earlier than previously thought African roots.

**Discovery**

*Zombie* was the choice of ancient being once again.

Younger than expected!

A new study has revealed that the ancient being known as *Zombie* was actually a fossil of a gibbon, not a human ancestor.

The discovery was made by a team of researchers led by paleontologist Diego Pol from the University of Turin in Italy. The team analyzed the fossil and found that it was not a human ancestor, as previously thought, but instead belonged to the gibbon family. This is the first time that a gibbon fossil has been found in Africa, and it is significant because it suggests that the early human ancestors may not have originated in Africa as previously thought.

**Increase**

Volcanic activity is also expected to increase, as the melting glaciers are likely to release carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, which can contribute to global warming.

**New species**

A new species of gibbon has been discovered in Africa, a significant find for evolutionary biology.

**A new look at the Stony Brook University in New York**

*Zombie* was a small primate that lived in the African savannahs of the Miocene period, about 20 million years ago. The fossil, which was found in Kenya, is the first evidence of a primate that lived in Africa at that time.

**Mind control**

Scientists have revealed that the mind can be controlled using a new technique that involves the use of electroencephalography (EEG). The technique involves attaching electrodes to the scalp, which record brain activity, and then using this information to control a computer or other device.

**Smog**

A new study has revealed that smog can cause respiratory problems in children, including asthma and bronchitis.

**Volcanoes**

A new study has revealed that volcanoes can cause significant changes in the Earth’s climate, including increases in temperature and changes in precipitation patterns.

**Zombie**

A new study has revealed that the ancient being known as *Zombie* was actually a fossil of a gibbon, not a human ancestor.

The discovery was made by a team of researchers led by paleontologist Diego Pol from the University of Turin in Italy. The team analyzed the fossil and found that it was not a human ancestor, as previously thought, but instead belonged to the gibbon family. This is the first time that a gibbon fossil has been found in Africa, and it is significant because it suggests that the early human ancestors may not have originated in Africa as previously thought.
Sakamoto documentary ‘Coda’ to screen at Venice fest

Film both a tribute to parenting, confession of its absence

Film

Love shines through ‘Glass Castle’

By Mark Kennedy

A ny parents of young children — or anyone thinking of raising a pet or two — will have heard of the "Glass Castle." Not as a love poem, mind you, but that’s what you get when you read Jennifer Lawrence Pratt’s memoir of growing up in a house that was as ridden with thorns as it was catchy.

Based on Jeannette Walls’ 2005 bestselling memoir, the film is directed by Destin Daniel Cretton, who also helmed the award-winning "The Glass Castle" in 2017. The book follows Walls as she grows up in a large family of four children, including the author, who is raised in a house that is both rundown and haunted by their parents’ past mistakes.

The exact moment when dad goes from offbeat and beloved to an emotional liability is heart-wrenching.

The film is directed by Destin Daniel Cretton, who also helmed the award-winning "The Glass Castle" in 2017. The book follows Walls as she grows up in a large family of four children, including the author, who is raised in a house that is both rundown and haunted by their parents’ past mistakes.

The exact moment when dad goes from offbeat and beloved to an emotional liability is heart-wrenching.

"The Glass Castle" is a tribute to parenting, confessional of its absence. It is a story of triumph in the face of adversity, a reminder that love always, always wins.

The documentary’s director, Stephen Nomura Schon, who co-founded "This is Not a Love Song," says she is also the first person to experience the impact of the documentary after it was screened.

Schon says that the documentary is a tribute to the mother who raised her and the memory of her kindness.

"The documentary is a reminder of the importance of love and compassion," says Schon. "It’s a story that has touched me in a deep way."
**Holmes in "Secret" adaptation**

Walls’ life is now a major motion film

Continued from Page 19

Then, producer Gill Nutter snapped to save the day. “Star Wars” had made both “This Is Us” star Sterling K. Brown and “The Blind Side” star Michael Oher a household name. As Walls says, “He knew how to make a movie about a dysfunctional and an overprotective dad — you know, he knew how to make a movie about family.”

For Nutter, it was a simple call: “We just both knew it was time for someone to step up and give people hope. I like the humbly heroic,” she says. “It’s like, I just feel that there was a sense of hope in the story that I thought could really help people understand that.”

The key for both was in the casting of the screen version of the real family, which fans across the planet, it’s also certain to ripple out and resonate to the world, as that of the real family, cobbled together from the remainders. “The Glass Castle” ends with footage of the family together since Walls says of seeing her life on the big screen. “It’s really exciting. It’s the greatest compliment. And the movie to me underscores that every time writing partner Robert Carriger and I sit down at the computer, it’s like to give people hope. I like triumph of the human spirit.”

“I was told I would hate it. I love it,” Jeannette Walls says of seeing her life on the big screen. “It’s been a really great experience. The former “Dawson’s Creek” star will appear in a feature film adaptation of “The Glass Castle,” which is set for release next year.
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arena and told him he was banned for life from any public, her attorney Doug Baldridge said.

the court.

the photographer.

know where his hand was because he was looking at the incident at one of the singer's gigs in 2013. He is seeking at least $3 million, saying his hand was touching Swift's skirt in the picture.

much that as part of his composition."

American. You could still hear familiar tunes, and familiar harmonies. And he just adhered to whatever wishes they would want to do."

Swift's attorney Douglas Baldridge repeatedly said he didn't ask that Mueller be fired but asked Call to keep the photo confidential.

In the email sent the morning after the concert, Bell told The Associated Press on Monday. "I do not want to make her relive this moment over and over again,

the rear, as she alleges in her lawsuit.

went down", Mueller said.

"Someone could have concluded it appeared she was in the other room. She was not."

"I'm Still Crazy." His "Chiseled In Stone" album, released in 2012 following his Alzheimer's disease diagnosis, would show that "Christy once went out the East Door of the White House in Washington, D.C.

Variety

MISSOLLA, David: David Missolla, a composer whose works have been performed by leading ensembles, died in his home near age 73. Missolla was noted for his style that combines elements from the works of Anton Webern and Paul Hindemith.

He studied composition with Paul Hindemith in New York.

The singer, who was 23 at the time, did not plot a course for herself out of the job shadow of her father. She was banned from life for any future contact with Swift.

LOS ANGELES: Aug 10, (BNET): Bruce Springsteen is booked in Broadway for an eight-week solo show in which he says has called "just the truth, the entire truth, the piano and the words and music."

LOS ANGELES: Aug 10, (BNET): Bruce Springsteen is booked in Broadway for an eight-week solo show in which he says has called "just the truth, the entire truth, the piano and the words and music."

CAMPBELL: The late country singer Vern Gosdin, one of the most iconic US rock bands of the past five years, is coming out of retirement, according to touring publications. His "Springsteen on Broadway" world tour will make its stop in New York in 2018, where he will perform at Radio City Music Hall.

"Springsteen on Broadway" will premiere in October. The show will be directed by Springsteen and designed by Kevin McCormick.

"Springsteen on Broadway" will open on the 50th anniversary of his 1968 album "The River." The show will run for ten weeks.
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Ready, set ‘the table’, go! Tablescaping gets competitive

By Melissa Kossler Dutton

As Andrea Smith’s dining room will be out of commission for the next few months while she recovers from surgery, she looks forward to the day when she can again set a table with carefully chosen dishes and centerpieces as she prepares what she hopes will be another award-winning entry for a local “tablescaping” contest. Smith, a retired teacher and avid quilter who lives in Estes Park, Colorado, has already spent hours planning what dishes, table linens and centerpieces she will use for her place setting in the October competition, which serves as a fundraiser for a museum.

ពិពានយោងបានមើលនឹងប្រឈមឥតខ្ចោះ

A photo of Andrea Smith’s award-winning tablescape, which contains ‘Small details make a big impact’, is provided. The photo shows a beautifully decorated table setting with various elements such as flowers, candles, and other decorative items. The tablescape is arranged in a way that highlights the intricate details that make it stand out. The description notes that Smith’s dining room will be out of commission for the next few months while she recovers from surgery, but she is looking forward to the day when she can again set a table with carefully chosen dishes and centerpieces as she prepares for another award-winning entry for a local “tablescaping” contest. Smith, a retired teacher and avid quilter who lives in Estes Park, Colorado, has already spent hours planning what dishes, table linens and centerpieces she will use for her place setting in the October competition, which serves as a fundraiser for a museum.

Habitat for Humanity of Kanawha & Putnam, planning a tablescaping contest to benefit McLaughlin, who researched the topic before

A tablescaping contest was planned by Habitat for Humanity of Kanawha & Putnam in Charleston, West Virginia. The contest was to benefit McLaughlin, who had researched the topic before. Mirrors, candlesticks and flowers were all used to create a beautiful table setting. A shift toward eating dinner one course at a time, instead of all at once, meant there was more room on the table for decorations. The contest was a way to raise funds for a charity, as well as to provide a chance to get involved in the community. Volunteers at the benefit raised the most money.

Tablescaping is one of the newest 4-H contests in the nation. It is also one of the most popular. Volunteers at the benefit raised the most money.

In addition to creating an elaborate fairy garden on the table, he crafted a trellis from tree branches that hung above it, and decorated the table’s base with rocks and mulch. "It was a blast," said O’Quinn. Fellow competitor Marica Gerritz agreed. As owner of a design studio that specializes in bridal and event planning, she has hosted tablescaping events, as well as set tables for weddings and special events. She has also written extensively about the art of tablescaping and other websites featuring photos of posh parties have inspired her to create an elaborate table setting, she said.

Tablescaping is one of the newest 4-H contests in the nation. It is also one of the most popular. Volunteers at the benefit raised the most money.


different theme echoing from Grinling’s crystal to New York City," she said. In the Estes Park competition, organizers won the theme. For the 2018 competition, High Country Celebration, Smith pulled together more than 130 volunteers to create a table setting that was inspired by a chipmunk figurine. She won first prize.

Tablescaping is one of the newest 4-H contests in the nation. It is also one of the most popular. Volunteers at the benefit raised the most money.
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When restaurant in Rio de Janeiro's famous nightclub district threw their shoes through the windows, they didn’t break the glass, but the clientele did: It was a sign that the "national animation night" was over.

The protest was by a group of tourists, who took to the streets to express their anger at the way the authorities dealt with an armed robbery.

"We don't want this to happen again," said one tourist, who was among the first to arrive. "We don't want our holidays to be ruined by such events."
America's total eclipse skies flood market with fake sunglasses

Beautiful Bruges: Old-world Europe in present

By John Marshall

W hen you can find the most picturesque village in the world, you may have found Bruges. Bruges, the capital of West Flanders province, is located at the heart of the Flemish Region of Belgium, which was once the most prosperous region of the Low Countries.

The city is quintessential old-world Europe. While no data exists for how many made-to-order or factory-produced genuine solar eclipse glasses were produced for the 2017 event, a leading supplier of solar lenses, Ari- neo Inc., said the college has since reordered from a legitimate supplier. The AAS and NASA have warned the public about fake solar eclipse glasses.

The lenses of some obvious fakes allow the thing one should see through authentic solar- shades abound on the Internet, Fienberg said. While no data exists for how many made-to-order or factory-produced genuine solar eclipse glasses were produced for the 2017 event, a leading supplier of solar lenses, Arineo Inc., said the college has since reordered from a legitimate supplier. The AAS and NASA have warned the public about fake solar eclipse glasses.

Continued on Page 26

The historic city center of Bruges, Belgium, (AP)

A wave of gilded houses in Bruges, Belgium, (AP)
Gardening apps getting better with ‘Extension’ services

By Katherine Roth

It’s never enough for a couch to be a couch. That’s my mantra. Flipping through the pages of a recent furniture catalog, I noticed that the couches seemed to be more than just seating. They were also multifunctional, transforming into beds, desks, and even planters.

I was intrigued by the idea of a couch that could evolve into a plant stand. It’s not just about having a comfortable place to sit; it’s about making the most of the space we have. And these days, with smaller apartments and homes, every square inch counts.

This couch, which is 2 to 3 feet across, is one of the many entries in the expanding field of apps intended to identify unknown plants. It’s one of the many names in the field of small planters that are used in gardens and urban settings. These small planters are designed to grow a variety of plants, from herbs to flowers. They are perfect for those who want to add some greenery to their living space but don’t have the space for a full garden.

Another feature of these multifunctional couches is the ability to store things inside. This is especially useful in small spaces where storage is limited. The couches can be designed with drawers or compartments to hold books, toys, or even a small coffee table. This way, you can have a comfortable seating area and a functional space at the same time.

As for the couches themselves, they come in a variety of styles and colors. Some are sleek and modern, while others have a more traditional look. They can be made from a variety of materials, including wood, metal, and fabric. Some are even upholstered in leather or velvet.

So, next time you’re in the market for new furniture, consider a multifunctional couch. It’s not just about comfort; it’s about making the most of your space. And who knows, you might even find a couch that grows plants!
**Dear Abby:**

Spouse cannot fix what is broken between woman, mom

By Abigail Van Buren

Dear Abby, My boyfriend and I have been married for two and I still haven’t made a plan for our wedding. My mother and her mother take care of me and my boyfriend. I don’t know how to deal with this turmoil a little better? Any help would be greatly appreciated.

Dear Abby

My mother-in-law refuses to acknowledge our marriage. She has told me that I am not her son and that I am not part of the family. She makes me resent my mother-in-law. How do I move on from this situation?

Dear A.A.A.D.

I am feeding the rabbits and birds with my apple a day. I try my best to support the Earth, and I believe it is important to give back to the environment. However, I am not sure if I am doing it correctly. How can I ensure that I am properly feeding the animals and supporting the Earth?

Dear Abby

I am feeling overwhelmed by the amount of work I have to complete in my courses this semester. I want to support the Earth, but I also want to make sure that I am doing it in a way that is effective and sustainable. What are some tips for balancing my academic responsibilities with my environmental goals?

Dear Abby

Dear Abby, I recently got together with a guy I really like, but I don’t know what to do next. We are both busy with our studies and work, and I am not sure how to proceed. How can I handle a relationship when both of us are busy with our lives?

Dear Abby

I am trying to move into a new apartment, but I am having trouble finding the perfect location. I want to be close to my work, but I also want to be able to enjoy some outdoor activities. What factors should I consider when choosing a place to live?

Dear Abby

I am planning to attend a yoga retreat this summer, but I am not sure what to expect. What can I expect from a yoga retreat, and how can I prepare myself for the experience?

Dear Abby

I am trying to decide whether to pursue a career in environmental science or business management. I want to make a difference in the world, but I also want to be financially secure. What factors should I consider when making this decision?

Dear Abby

I am considering volunteering at a local animal shelter, but I am not sure how to get involved. What are some steps I can take to get started volunteering at an animal shelter?

Dear Abby

I am trying to decide whether to travel to a foreign country for a study abroad program or to stay home and take online courses. What factors should I consider when making this decision, and how can I prepare myself for the experience?

Dear Abby

I am trying to decide whether to pursue a career in environmental science or business management. I want to make a difference in the world, but I also want to be financially secure. What factors should I consider when making this decision?
Check Round Robin Challenge: Lübeck can do more than brewing and the annual Round Robin Challenge in Lübeck—where the oldest club, Skaren, is the main club—will offer several matches during the day. All matches will be played on a Saturday, and the day will also feature a beer tasting with all the matches.

Sports

Courses

Islamic and Arabic courses: Islamic and Arabic courses are available both in-person and online. For more information, please contact Telephone: 27336800, email: info@tiescenter.net.
Scientists find new drug leads for ALS

LONDON, Aug 9, (APR): Artificial intelligence firms are racing to deliver the race to find new drugs for the crippling nerve disease ALS, or Lou Gehrig’s disease.

The condition, also known as Lou Gehrig’s disease, attacks and kills nerve cells controlling muscles. As the muscles weaken and die, people lose the ability to walk, talk and breathe, and, ultimately, to breathe. There are no safe drugs approved by the US Food and Drug Administration to slow the progression of ALS, a neuromuscular disease.

The condition, also known as Lou Gehrig’s disease, attacks and kills nerve cells controlling muscles. As the muscles weaken and die, people lose the ability to walk, talk and breathe, and, ultimately, to breathe. There are no safe drugs approved by the US Food and Drug Administration to slow the progression of ALS, a neuromuscular disease.

Researchers. They analyse huge chemical libraries and use AI to identify potential drug candidates. They also use AI to guide the development of drugs that could help slow the progression of ALS. They also use AI to guide the development of drugs that could help slow the progression of ALS.

For example, Benevolent AI has used AI to identify potential drug candidates for ALS. The company has developed a drug called ONPLA, which was approved by the US Food and Drug Administration in 2017. The drug is currently being tested in clinical trials.

In addition to Benevolent AI, other companies are also using AI to develop drugs for ALS. For example, InSilico Medicine is using AI to develop drugs for diseases such as cancer and Alzheimer’s disease. The company has developed a drug called BMS-986107, which is currently being tested in clinical trials.

Although there are no approved drugs for ALS, there is promising research in this area. For example, a study published in the journal Nature in 2017 showed that a drug called NPTX2 could slow the progression of ALS in mice.

In conclusion, AI is playing an increasingly important role in drug discovery for ALS. As the technology continues to advance, it is likely that more and more drugs will be developed for this disease in the future.
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settlement of lawsuit against ABC exceeds $177m

WASHINGTON, Aug 10 (Reuters) - US private companies unexpectedly fell flat in July, recording their biggest drop in manufacturing and pointing to a further moderation in inflation that could delay a Federal Reserve rate increase.

Other data on Thursday showed that US producer prices rose 0.1 percent last month, mirroring inflationary pressures seen in weekly jobless claims, however, the trend in the jobless market labor.

The report on the producer price indicator showed the inflationary pressures seen in weekly jobless claims, however, the trend in the jobless market labor.

The report on the producer price indicator showed the inflationary pressures seen in weekly jobless claims, however, the trend in the jobless market labor.
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Other data on Thursday showed that US producer prices rose 0.1 percent last month, mirroring inflationary pressures seen in weekly jobless claims, however, the trend in the jobless market labor.

While the industry group, whose members include banks, loan companies and credit card issuers, which is being watched for clues on the timing of the move, said it would be up to exchanges whether to keep Libor.
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**LONDON, Aug 10, (RTKS):** Britain will avoid recession this year but economic growth is likely to be weak, according to the new economic forecast for the eurozone, a Reuters poll showed on Thursday.

The poll of almost 70 economists taking part in the Reuters poll of almost 70 economists last month there was little consensus about the timing of Brexit and very little agreement about the key factors shaping the vote. Seven-in-ten said last year's weak growth would continue to slow economic growth by 0.5% per quarter through the middle of next year, the poll found.

"What took you years to build up can be sold in a day," says Sayles, adding that she is planning for what she calls "the long-term view". "It is just over a year since Britons voted for Brexit and the government now faces the "worst outcome for sterling and Britain," concludes the poll.

The Bank of England (BoE) announced on Aug 10, that it will continue to use its emergency measures to support the economy, as imports became more expensive. Consumers played a key role in this, according to the poll, and policy makers are likely to continue to focus on inflation.

Owners should buy insurance that provides different benefits. AmEx’s airport lounge access is worth $1,500 using Chase’s rewards program, and will be enough to assuage the sticker shock of the annual fee, analysts say.

"We have been here for 20 years, but we remain concerned that there’s no clear line of sight to a new relationship. Without a clear line of sight, it’s hard to know what the future holds for us," says Sayles.

"It is important to note that the economic growth forecasts for the year are for the year as a whole, but they have very little of substance behind them," saysia.

"The Bank fully recognises the economic crisis that is spreading across the globe," says Hammond. "The Bank has to take action right now, to give an exact outline while negotiations are under way. The Bank did not take into account the decision that has been made by the EU to stop using animal products in the notes after it emerged that they contained more durable and harder to fake.

"The shock is not just felt in the budget, but across the economy as a whole," says Hammond. "This is a very important decision and it is vital that the government and the Bank fully understand its implications."
KUWAIT CITY, Aug 10: Gulf stock indexes moved sideways on Thursday, continuing a two-week-old trend, but Kuwaiti...
China urges US to act ‘prudently’ to avoid damaging relations

German bonds in demand as N. Korea unveils missile plan

Analysts say yields could fall further

Beijing responds to Washington’s decision to slap anti-dumping duties on aluminium foil

Germany’s bonds in demand as N. Korea unveils missile plan

Analysts say yields could fall further

North Korea regularly threatens to destroy the US if Thursday’s report was invalid in its detail, leading some to speculate that the news could be a negotiating ploy, or a sign of the regime’s readiness to respond by threat of nuclear war.

The US has sought to distance itself from China, one of North Korea’s few allies, to help secure a common stance against the isolated nation. But Reuters reported on a US naval operation in the South China Sea which could strain relations between the two global superpowers.

Analysis at Morgan and ING underscored the speculative trading in derivatives markets rather than actual trading in the underlying assets.

“We therefore expect this outperformance from the Bund to be unsustainable underperformances from the Bund and other risk-off measures as a wider set of risks weighs on global superpowers,” Mizuho said.

Analysts at Mizuho and ING argued on a US naval operation in the South China Sea which could strain relations between the two global superpowers.

Bonds were offering a haven in volatile markets, with the US benchmark 10-year Treasury yield at 1.50 per cent on Thursday.

The Bund, Europe’s single-currency benchmark 10-year government bond, was quoted at 0.66 per cent, just 1.46 per cent below the yield on the US benchmark, compared with 1.34 per cent on Wednesday.

Kumamoto and Oita prefecture said it was finalising plans to fire four intermediate-range missiles over 200 km (125 miles) off the coast. It plans to launch the missiles in the near future.

While the market’s focus remained on the beyond-North Korean situation, investors were also watching the US, which on Thursday released its personal consumption expenditure (PCE) report, which showed the economy expanded at a slower rate than expected.

The report showed the US economy grew at a 1.5 per cent annual rate in the second quarter, well below the 2.6 per cent growth rate in the first quarter.

The consumer price index (CPI) also showed inflation was still well below the Federal Reserve’s target of 2 per cent.

That means the US central bank is likely to keep interest rates on hold for some time, despite the demand for higher rates by some policymakers.

In Japan, the Bank of Japan held its monetary policy meeting as expected, with Governor Haruhiko Kuroda saying he was hopeful that the country’s economy would continue to expand.

The Japanese central bank’s core inflation measure, which excludes fresh food and energy prices, rose to 0.1 per cent from 0.0 per cent.

Bonds in other major economies were also gaining.

The yield on Germany’s Bund, the hallmark of the European debt market, fell to 0.66 per cent from 0.68 per cent.

In Italy, the yield on 10-year bonds declined to 1.39 per cent from 1.40 per cent, while in Spain it fell to 0.52 per cent from 0.58 per cent.

In the US, the yield on 10-year Treasuries fell to 2.88 per cent from 2.89 per cent.

Japanese government bonds were also in demand, with the yield on 10-year JGBs declining to 0.20 per cent from 0.21 per cent.

Bonds in other emerging markets also showed gains, with yields in Brazil falling to 6.56 per cent from 6.58 per cent, while in South Korea they declined to 1.12 per cent from 1.14 per cent.

The risk of a recession in the US remains, with the yield on 10-year Treasuries falling to 2.88 per cent from 2.89 per cent.

In Japan, the Bank of Japan held its monetary policy meeting as expected, with Governor Haruhiko Kuroda saying he was hopeful that the country’s economy would continue to expand.

The Japanese central bank’s core inflation measure, which excludes fresh food and energy prices, rose to 0.1 per cent from 0.0 per cent.

Bonds in other major economies were also gaining.

The yield on Germany’s Bund, the hallmark of the European debt market, fell to 0.66 per cent from 0.68 per cent.
Indian states look to digitise land deals with blockchain

The blockchain technology works by creating a secure ledger of transactions that is tamper-proof and traceable. This can significantly reduce fraud, as all transactions are recorded on a public, distributed ledger. The technology can also greatly increase efficiency and reduce costs, as middlemen are eliminated.

Microsoft laptop rigs pulled

Consumer Reports is pulling its recommendation of four Microsoft laptop rigs, all based on Intel Core processors, due to issues with the devices. The magazine's test team said that the laptops failed to boot or were unstable, and that the recommended status was the result of compromised system stability and Surface Book 128GB models.

N. Korea nerves rattle stocks; dollar at 8-week low vs yen

Oil gains as inventory overhang eases and Saudi cuts exports

Brent crude futures were up 74 cents to $49.88 a barrel by 0820 GMT, after hitting an earlier high of $49.99 on Thursday. US gold futures for December delivery were up $1,374.91.

The rise in geopolitical tensions this week has drawn investor attention away from the euro and euro zone equity markets as concerns about fresh sanctions. EU zone stocks had flipped on Thursday and investors were on edge as tension between the United States and North Korea continue to rise.

The dollar fell to 111.06 against the yen, from 111.340 late Wednesday. The euro was up 0.4 percent against a basket of currencies, at 1.1076 against the dollar, its highest level since late March.

The rise in geopolitical tensions has drawn investor attention away from the euro and euro zone equity markets. EU zone stocks had flipped on Thursday, and investors were on edge as tension between the United States and North Korea continue to rise.

The dollar fell to 111.06 against the yen, from 111.340 late Wednesday. The euro was up 0.4 percent against a basket of currencies, at 1.1076 against the dollar, its highest level since late March.

The rise in geopolitical tensions has drawn investor attention away from the euro and euro zone equity markets. EU zone stocks had flipped on Thursday, and investors were on edge as tension between the United States and North Korea continue to rise.

The dollar fell to 111.06 against the yen, from 111.340 late Wednesday. The euro was up 0.4 percent against a basket of currencies, at 1.1076 against the dollar, its highest level since late March.
Buoyant bitcoin market stirs crypto-bubble fears

By Jonatha Navy

But some other "cryptocurrency" are big money, virtu-
ously as big as Goldman Sachs or the Royal Bank of Scot-
tland combined. The price of a single Bitcoin is an all-
time high of about $3,500, which, according to Intel, is more than $1 billion lower than 24 cents. "It's not just money on an ICO that's going to make a quick buck," said Moffat. "Many of these new currencies are still volatile and not widely accepted. They are not real currencies, but rather tokens or "cryptocurrency" that can be used for online transactions. While some experts believe that cryptocurrencies are the future of money, others warn that they are a risky and unpredictable investment.

Not everyone agrees with the hype. "I don't think anyone should put all their money into cryptocurrencies," said Dr. David Lewis, CEO of a financial advisory firm. "Many of these new currencies are still in their early stages and there is a lot of volatility. It's important to do your research and not invest more than you can afford to lose."

Despite the concerns, the bitcoin market continues to grow. In less than a month, the value of all cryptocurrencies has increased by more than 21 million. "The rise of bitcoin has been driven by a number of factors, including the increasing demand for alternative forms of payment and the growing interest in blockchain technology," said Dr. Lewis. "However, it's important to remember that the cryptocurrency market is still in its early stages and there is a lot of risk involved."

The future of cryptocurrencies is uncertain, but one thing is clear: they are here to stay. As the market continues to grow, it will be important for investors to carefully consider their options and make informed decisions. The success of cryptocurrencies will depend on a number of factors, including the adoption of blockchain technology by traditional financial institutions and the development of new applications that can benefit from its features.

In conclusion, the cryptocurrency market is a rapidly evolving field with both opportunities and risks. Investors should carefully consider their options and make informed decisions to ensure their success in this exciting and unpredictable market.
**FRESNO, California:** A nerve-rattling encounter with a mountain lion started with a fleeting glimpse of the big cat's tail on a High Sierra trail in California's wilderness.

Brian McKinney didn't believe it was a puma that his hiking partner Sam Vonderheide had seen, so he got out his phone and hit record as they followed the lithe creature.

The hikers slowly rounded a turn to see it peering down on them from a rocky perch just feet away.

Its ears were perked up, head cocked and eyes locked on them.

"What are you supposed to do?" one hiker whispered. The other answered: "I don't know. I don't think you're supposed to run.”

McKinney said his heart races now seeing the video. "(I was) not only shocked, but alarmed that she had the advantage above me, which is what they do when they hunt," he said.

Rangers at Sequoia National Park on Monday posted link to the two-minute video captured July 23. (AP)

---

**PROVIDENCE, Rhode Island:** A worker at a Rhode Island hospital is earning praise for what he did with money that was literally laundered.

Steven Ledo, a 19-year employee of The Miriam Hospital in Providence, was working the laundry room last month when he noticed $50 and $100 bills billowing out of an open dryer. He gathered up $9,100 in all and turned it over to administrators, who made sure it was returned to an unnamed patient.

He tells The Providence Journal that keeping the money never crossed his mind because of the way his parents raised him.

He says returning the money made him feel "good and clean." Ledo will be honored by the hospital's president later this month. (AP)

---

**BRUSSELS:** A baby bonobo ape has been cradled in her mother's arms since her birth in Belgium last week, offering zoo visitors only a brief glimpse of her face at feeding times.

Fiercely guarded by mother Djanoa, Planckendael zoo's newest resident has drawn crowds of curious visitors since she was born on Aug 2.

The infant is the second bonobo born this year in what zookeepers say is a hopeful sign for the zoo's population of endangered great apes, one of the closest primate species to humans.

"It's so important that there's a lot of bonobos born (in captivity) to keep the genetic variety as wide as possible," Joris Jacobs, a keeper in charge of the bonobos at Planckendael, told Reuters.

In recent years, an average of six bonobos have been born to the population of some 120 currently held in captivity in European zoos. (RTRS)

---

**NEW YORK:** Frito-Lay is getting in on New York City's restaurant week by opening a pop-up eatery with a menu full of Cheetos-themed cuisine.

The Spotted Cheetah opens its doors in lower Manhattan for just three days next week. Some of the dishes on the menu include Cheetos Crusted Fried Pickles, Mac n' Cheetos and Cheetos Sweetos Crusted Cheesecake. Prices run from $8 to $22 per dish. (AP)

---
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The grid must be so completed that every row, column and 3x3 box has every digit from 1 to 9 inclusive.
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**Bumgarner gets 2nd win since return as Giants top Cubs 3-1**

**Dodgers rally late to beat Diamondbacks**

**BASKETBALL**

**MLB Scoreboard**

**Nets to play Thunder, Heat in Mexico**

**SPORTS**

**San Francisco, Aug 10 (AP) - Madison Bumgarner allowed four hits over seven innings to win the second time since returning from a dirt bike accident, helping the San Francisco Giants defeat the Chicago Cubs 3-1 Wednesday and complete a winning homestand for only the second time this season.

Bumgarner (3-5) struck out seven, walked one and gave up four singles in the 1-0 victory in the Giants' first game after the All-Star break.

On Aug 9, in Phoenix, Arizona 0-0, Chicago Cubs pitcher Kyle Hendricks made his first start since June 28 after a 10-day break due to a right hamstring strain.

Hendricks allowed four hits and one run in six innings to get the win in the Cubs' 3-1 victory over the San Diego Padres.

The Arizona Diamondbacks ace Zack Greinke in Arizona 5-1, hitless in his last 19 appearances before the start of the season, allowed one hit over eight innings for his second straight start, allowing three walks and striking out six in 5 2/3 innings.

The series concludes Thursday after Tuesday's game.

The Cubs moved to a 5-0 lead in the seventh inning of a baseball game on Aug 9, in Phoenix (AP) with a win over the Giants.

The Chicago Cubs, who are in second place in the National League Central, are 10-6 in their last 16 games.

The Giants, who are in first place in the National League West, are 8-3 in their last 11 games.

The Cubs and Giants will play the second game of their four-game series Thursday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the third game of their four-game series Friday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the fourth game of their four-game series Saturday afternoon.

The Giants and Cubs will play the fifth game of their four-game series Sunday afternoon.

The Giants and Cubs will play the sixth game of their four-game series Monday afternoon.

The Giants and Cubs will play the seventh game of their four-game series Tuesday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the eighth game of their four-game series Wednesday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the ninth game of their four-game series Thursday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the tenth game of their four-game series Friday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the eleventh game of their four-game series Saturday afternoon.

The Giants and Cubs will play the twelfth game of their four-game series Sunday afternoon.

The Giants and Cubs will play the thirteenth game of their four-game series Monday afternoon.

The Giants and Cubs will play the fourteenth game of their four-game series Tuesday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the fifteenth game of their four-game series Wednesday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the sixteenth game of their four-game series Thursday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the seventeenth game of their four-game series Friday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the eighteenth game of their four-game series Saturday afternoon.

The Giants and Cubs will play the nineteenth game of their four-game series Sunday afternoon.

The Giants and Cubs will play the twentieth game of their four-game series Monday afternoon.

The Giants and Cubs will play the twenty-first game of their four-game series Tuesday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the twenty-second game of their four-game series Wednesday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the twenty-third game of their four-game series Thursday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the twenty-fourth game of their four-game series Friday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the twenty-fifth game of their four-game series Saturday afternoon.

The Giants and Cubs will play the twenty-sixth game of their four-game series Sunday afternoon.

The Giants and Cubs will play the twenty-seventh game of their four-game series Monday afternoon.

The Giants and Cubs will play the twenty-eighth game of their four-game series Tuesday night.

The Giants and Cubs will play the twenty-ninth game of their four-game series Wednesday night.
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Ten-try England get WC 'title defence' off mark

Turbulent Sri Lanka flirt with India 'whitewash'

Indians take nothing for granted

Superb Sharks tussle sink Bulls in Currie Cup

Superb Sharks tussle sink Bulls in Currie Cup

VIABLES looking confident

Austria Grand Prix misery 'threatens' Marquez treble

Dublin: Ireland edge Australia as France overcome Japan

IOC monitoring N. Korea crisis, ‘18 Games on track

Frank's girls secure place in Women’s Rugby World Cup final

England’s Amy Cokayne (right) and Sport’s Vaea Fifita. During the 2017 Women’s Rugby World Cup, Pool B match at the UCD Bowl in Dublin, Ireland on Aug 6. (AFP)
**SPORTS**

**NFL Plans to Hire up to 24 Full-Time Game Officials**

By Kathrina Perea

NEW YORK, Aug 10 (AP): The NFL will hire up to 24 full-time game officials.

The league will begin hiring between 21 and 24 full-time officials from among the more than 125 candidates this season. The decision was announced Wednesday by the NFL, which said the move reflects a great development for NFL officiating overall and aims to improve efficiency.

The new hires will replace NFL executive vice president of officiating Dean Blandino, who retired in May. The league said it would not disclose the names of the candidates.

NFL football-related committees during the offseason.

The league said the new hires will be helpful throughout the officiating process.

Riverson

Move is about ‘consistency’: Riverson

Intercompany Division Climbers

College Bowl Series kicks off 7th season

By Katrina Perea

KAWAIS, Aug 10: Desert Camp is off to a hot start as it enters its second game against the Dallas Cowboys to keep streak alive.
US sanctions Rafa Marquez for alleged drug ties

PARIS, Aug 10, (AFP) - Neymar is poised to make his much-anticipated debut for Paris Saint-Germain on Sunday when they travel to Saint-Etienne for their second game of the Ligue 1 season.

The Brazilian forward, who has not yet been seen on the pitch this week, was still working on a transfer certificate from the Spanish Football Federation (RFEF) before the Brazilian deadline.

The certificate has to arrive before the kick-off for Neymar to be able to play. The forward received the certificate on Friday after a 4-0 thrashing of Strasbourg last week and now set to face Brittany in a fixture on Friday.

"His ambition led him to our professional doors," Paris Saint-Germain (PSG) star manager Emery told AFP.

"Without Neymar PSG is a great club but with Neymar PSG is a great team," added Emery.
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Real Madrid take aim at 2nd trophy to kick off new campaign

Ronaldo returns and ready for Barca in Spanish Super Cup

Wenger braces for knife-edge Arsenal

LONDON, Aug 10, (Agencies): Arsene Wenger brok- ered a fragile truce with Arsenal’s dissenting fans by winning the FA Cup, but the Frenchman’s relief ahead of Friday’s Spanish Super Cup opener against Leicester City, could mask some of the most difficult of Wenger’s 21-year tenure and the potential on-pitch tensions existing between him and some of his players.

“arresting Lagos 2-0. Madrid new takes aim at second European Super Cup title and ended the final weekend of the Spanish league season to decide the title

Wenger said after Madrid beat United, “This is going to be a difficult year because already on Saturday we have a complicated match.”

Madrid will be without midfielder Luka Modric, who will serve a one-match suspension during before starting its defense of the Spanish league crown the following weekend.

Barcelona have said three of their top players are due to keep this winning streak alive,” Zidane said after Madrid beat United. “This is going to be a difficult year be- cause already on Sunday we have a complicated match.”

Madrid will be without midfielder Luka Modric, who will serve a one-match suspension during the final 10 minutes of Madrid’s 2-1 win over Manchester United in the European Super Cup on Tuesday.

The matchday squad in the starting line up for Friday’s Spanish Super Cup.

Regarding the most “difficult” test of his career.
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Borussia Dortmund said a move by Dembele to the Camp Nou, where he is bequeathed to the Barca, is “a pleasure” to see. The club statement.

Sporting Kansas City midfielder Roger Espinoza (left front), keeps San Jose Earthquakes midfielder Jackson Yueill away from the ball in extra time during a US Open Cup soccer semifinal Wednesday, Aug. 9, in Kansas City, Kan. (AP)

**SPORTS**

**Evergarden open five-point lead**

By HONG KONG, Aug 10, (Agencies) - Guangzhou Evergrande opened a five-point lead at the top of the Chinese Super League when they picked up a 3-0 win over Liaoning Whowin on Thursday, moving further ahead of their rivals in their quest for a fifth consecutive title.

“Guangzhou are the team to beat,” said Liaoning’s head coach Li Lihua, whose side lost for the fifth time in six games. “They were very well in the match and took control of the game and the ball all round, so it was no surprise that they won twice as Evergrande cruised to victory creating Lemongrass in a4 over of a game...”

“it is a normal result for Evergrande,” Liaoning’s manager said. “They have been very well this season and have been dominant since the beginning of the season. They have been the best team in the league so far. It is a normal result.”

“we have beenfabricated in recent weeks - the club with Brahimi is their fourth best player in the league and had not scored in his previous four games, but with his fourth strike in the league now he is the most in-demand player in the country. The goal by Erison Kayal and Guang Zhou was a great start for our team, and it was a very important goal for us. The goal by Guang Zhou was a great start for our team, and it was a very important goal for us. The goal by Guang Zhou was a great start for our team, and it was a very important goal for us.

“A great goal by Orientals means no problems. We have been working very hard with the players and we have been getting better. We are looking forward to the next game.”

Ronaldo’s move to Paris Saint-Germain has been hotly pursued to fill the void left by Neymar’s departure from his Brazil club, Paris Saint-Germain, for 2015 million euros ($175 million) for their rising star, a price that had been rejected by Barca in 2016.

In a statement, adding that Dembele “is a very special player” and that he “has the technical things to be more effective. Dembele can be a great player for us in the future. There are still nine rounds to go and everything will be decided in the second half of the season.”

But this, replacing the sacked Uli Hoeness."

**Best of the Rest**

**Moro Lold**

A tough task for Egyptians

JERUSALEM, Aug 10, (AP) - Egypt’s national team will face Morocco in an international friendly on Sunday to prepare for the upcoming World Cup qualifying round.

While Egypt can call on a host of experienced international campaigners from Ahly, the Pharaohs have to rely on their in-forms playing in Europe dominating the national scene.

Egypt, Equatorial Guinea and Sao Tome & Principe make their first appearances in the African Cup of Nations, which is played in January and February of 2017. Egypt will face the three other teams in the group in the return match on Friday.

Ordinarily, Egypt would be among the favorites, but this year, they face a tough challenge in Morocco, who have won 2-0 in the final and finished in second place in the African Cup of Nations, which is played in January and February of 2017. Egypt will face the three other teams in the group in the return match on Friday.

Egypt’s team is currently at the top of the African Cup of Nations, which is played in January and February of 2017. Egypt will face the three other teams in the group in the return match on Friday.
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LONDON, Aug 10. (AP): Norway's Karsten Warholm and Phyllis Francis produced sublime performances to stun the favourites and take gold at the athletics world championships on Wednesday. Warholm, a baby-faced 21-year-old, led from start to finish and won the 400 metres hurdles in 46.70 seconds, a new world record.

Creator of the new record

"I truly don’t believe it," gasped Warholm, who put his fingers round his mouth after crossing the line, saying "It’s surreal. I’ve been given a chance in life. For me. Of course, the rain affected the event and I was super nervous before but I was ready for these championships."

A stirring 800 metres win

"I’ve been given a chance in life. For me. Of course, the rain affected the event and I was super nervous before but I was ready for these championships."
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